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Wages continue to be one of the most controversial aspects of the South African labour
market. On the one hand, there are claims thatwages are too high and have a negative effect
on the economy’s international competitiveness and its ability to increase employment.
Some also argue that regulated minimum wages contribute to these problems. Counter-
arguments suggest that economic growth is unlikely to be achieved on the basis of low
wages paid to significant numbers of workers. In this view, low wages constitute a subsidy
to unprofitable and inefficient enterprises and labour market intervention is seen as
necessary tostimulate restructuring and innovation and toalleviate poverty and inequality.

These debates are likely to continue for some time. Reaching consensus is complicated
when there is not reliable wage data on which to base arguments. This publication
represents a co-operative effort between Statistics South Africa and the Department of
Labour aimed atensuring improvedwage information on the SouthAfrican economy.

The publication is being issued against the backdrop of the Presidential Job Summit, held in
October 1998, where there was a significant focus on how to create more and better jobs in
the country. Wages are clearly an important factor affecting the prospects for creatingmore
jobs, but they are also important as a measure of the quality of the jobs that are created. The
most common way in which workers assess the quality of a job is in terms of the
remuneration they receive for their efforts.

The figures and discussion which follow are based on a range of sources. Firstly, they draw
on data on actual earnings as stated in the October household survey (OHS) of 1997. In the
OHS, respondents were asked to indicate the income of all wage and salary earners as an
absolute figure orwithin an income range as well as the number of hours worked perweek.
Because these data refer to all workers, they include workers covered by the full range of
wage regulating measures and collective agreements, as well as those who are not covered
by any of thesemeasures. They also cover workers in both the formal and informal sectors,
with approximately 85% of the workers recorded as working in the formal sector. The
responses for individual workers were used to arrive at averages or means for different
groupings of workers. (See Technical notes (p. 23) for further details).

Secondly, the publication aims to compare actual earnings to legislated minimum wages.
The minimum wage data have been drawn from both bargaining council agreements and
wage determinations.

• Bargaining councils are found in industries and areas where the employers andworkers
concerned are sufficiently organised to bargain collectively. The councils replace the
industrial councils established in terms of the Industrial Conciliation Act and the
Labour Relations Act which replaced it. In terms of the significant amendments to the
Labour Relations Act of 1995, bargaining councils bring together representative
employer associations and trade unions, which together establish minimum wages for
their industries. Where the parties are sufficiently representative of the industry and
area covered, the agreements are often made legally binding on other businesses falling
in that industry and geographical area.



• Wage determinations are found in industries and geographical areas where the
employers and workers are not sufficiently well organised to bargain collectively. The
determinations provide for legislatedminimum wages, established by the former Wage
Board, in terms of the Wage Act of 1957. As distinct from the bargaining council
agreements, these determinations are set administratively rather than by the parties
concerned. (The setting of minimum wages has now become the function of the
Employment Conditions Commission (ECC) as set out in the Basic Conditions of
EmploymentAct of 1997.)

In 1997, the Department of Labour had a record of 147 bargaining council agreements.
These were estimated to cover 53 636 employers and 775 583 workers (Department of
Labour, 1997).These include all agreements entered into by bargaining councils, including
those governing benefits and not only wages. In the same year the Department had a record
of 17 wage determinations, although the exact coverage of these determinations is not
known.

Both the wage determinations and bargaining council agreements set legally enforceable
minimum wages for specific jobs within particular sub-divisions of industry. They usually
do so on the basis of specific geographical areas. Legally, both the determinations and
council agreements should be applicable in both the informal and formal sectors. In
practice, they are probably less likely to be observed by informal sector operators.

In the case of the wage regulating instruments, the analysis below is based on means or
averages. There are, however, differences in what the mean (or average) measures in the
two cases. The OHS means are based on actual wages of individual workers. The
calculations include all workers, from the lowest-paid menial worker to the much more
highly paidmanager or professional.Themeansforthewageregulating instruments are, on
the other hand, means of the legislated minima applicable to all workers falling within a
given industry. Further, unlike the OHS means, they are not weighted by the number of
workers covered by each of the individual instruments which makes up the given industry.
An agreement covering a small number of workers is thus given as much weight as one
covering a much larger number.

The OHS means have a different weakness. Wage data for South Africa, as for most other
countries, are not evenly distributed around the mean. The typical wage distribution sees a
clustering of workers at low levels of wages and a marked tailing off at the upper end of the
distribution. The extent of this ‘skewing’is illustrated by comparison of the means and
medians for each industry. Themedian is the amount earned by the worker in the middle of
the distribution. If the distribution were balanced, the mean would be more or less equal to
themedian.

Table 1 gives the means and medians for the different industrial sectors and domestic
workers. It shows that, for the majority of industries, the median is between 63% and 71%
of the mean. The two exceptions are agriculture and services. In agriculture the median is
only 47% of the mean, suggesting extreme ‘skewness’and a large number of very low
earners combined with a few who earn comparatively well. In services, on the other hand,
the median is 78% of themean.Thismore-even distribution is probably a result of the large



numbers of teachers and nurses in this category who will cluster at the upper end of the
salary range. The existence of this difference between mean and median suggests that the
means presented in this publication present an over-estimation of the level of earnings of
many workers in thatmore than half of all workers will be earning below themean.

Table 1:Meanandmedianhourlywages by industry, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997

The data on wages presented in this publication have been further reworked in order to
facilitate comparisons by industry and by skill level. For the purposes of skill comparisons,
we utilise three categories – skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled. The latter category is
frequently referred to as elementary work in official data, and involves routine production
or service work. In the case of the wage regulating measures, we took an artisan or similar
occupation as the skilled worker, operators or drivers as the semi-skilled and gender
workers as the unskilled. (See Technical notes (p. 23) for further details). In the case of the
OHS data, we took those in elementary occupations as unskilled, those in operator
occupations as semi-skilled, and those in craftor skilled agricultural occupations as skilled.
The additional variables in the OHS also allow for analysis of wages by educational level,
by population group, by gender and by union effect.

Most of the OHS data used in this publication is derived from the survey conducted in
October 1997. The wage regulating instruments cover varying periods. To provide
meaningful comparisons, the minimum wages applicable in October 1997 have been used
wherever possible. In a few cases, there was no instrument applicable at that time, and the
one applicable in the nearest period has been substituted. In other cases, wage
determinations in particular, may have been laid down several years earlier but were,
nevertheless, still the applicable legalminimum.

Industry comparisons are based on the highest-level divisions of the
(SIC). One deviation from this classification is the

placing of domestic workers in a category of their own, rather than including them in the
services sector. This was considered necessary because of the size and importance of this
sector in the SouthAfrican economy.

Standard industrial
classification of all economic activities

Industry Mean (rand) Median (rand) Median as %
mean

Agriculture 3,57 1,68 47%
Mining 11,95 7,67 64%
Manufacture 13,07 8,73 67%
Electricity 16,08 11,11 69%
Construction 9,83 6,39 65%
Trade 10,77 7,07 66%
Transport 14,37 10,16 71%
Finance 18,26 11,46 63%
Services 17,87 13,85 78%
Domestic 4,10 2,60 63%



1For a fuller discussionof the problems of SouthAfrican wagedata, seeHofmeyr (1995) andStanding, Sender
& Weeks (1996)

The most important sources of wage data at present are the annual October household
surveys (OHS), and the survey of total employment and earnings (STEE), both of which are
carried out by Statistics SouthAfrica.

A new survey on averagemonthly earnings (AME), to be published for the first time in the
second quarter of 2000,will supplement these two existing data sources.

The OHS measures actual earnings of individuals within households, while the STEE and
AME gather wage data from industrial establishments. The STEE gathers data on gross
remuneration,whiletheAMEwill survey currentwages.

In addition to the above official sources, there are a number of private firms that collect
detailed wage data. The best known of these are PE Corporate Services, FSA Contact and
Andrew Levy andAssociates. A non-governmental organisation, Labour Research Service
(LRS), maintains a wage database which records minimum wages negotiated by trade
unions that subscribe to the LRS database. The South African Labour and Development
Research Unit (SALDRU) alsomaintains a wage database of legislatedminimum wages.A
number of other organisations either conduct periodic surveys or collectwage data in some
form. But wage data collected by many of these organisations is not readily available, and
tends to be selective as it is client-based and/or time-specific. Additionally, the
organisations involved do not have the staff or resources to collect reliable wage data on a
regular basis.

There have been many challenges related to gathering both official and non-governmental
sources of wage data. These challenges relate to the ways in which data is collected
(household surveys, industrial surveys) and to the kind of data collected. At a minimum,
wage data for basic labour market analysis should provide information by industry,
occupation, population group and gender. Further, it should be possible to calculate hourly
wages so as to facilitate meaningful comparisons. While not claiming to be fully
comprehensive or accurate, this publication attempts to fulfil these basic requirements of
wage data.

1



Actual wages:

Bargaining council:

Minimum wages:

Semi-skilled:

Skilled:

Unskilled:

Wage determination:

Workers:

These are the wages recorded in the October household survey in response
to a question enquiring as to gross current earnings of wage and salary earners. The hourly
rate is used for all cases so as to facilitate comparison.

These councils are established in terms of the LabourRelationsAct of
1995. The councils bring together representative employer associations and trade unions
who together establish minimum wages and conditions for the sector and geographical
area/s in which they operate.

The wages laid down by bargaining councils or in wage determinations
as the lowest legal wage for a given sector and area.

Semi-skilled workers are defined, in the case of wage regulating measures,
as those employed in occupations such as operator or driver, with minimum stipulated
wages lying somewhere between those stipulated for unskilled and skilled workers. Semi-
skilled workers are defined, in the case of theOHS,asthoseinoperatoroccupations.

Skilled workers in the case of the wage regulating instruments are defined as those
employed in occupations such as artisan. In the case of the OHS, skilled workers are
defined as those in craft and skilled agricultural occupations.

Unskilledworkers in the case of the wage regulating instruments are defined as
those employed in occupations such as labourer. They are the workers forwhom the lowest
minimum wage in any instrument is specified. In the case of the OHS, unskilled workers
are those classified as ‘elementary’, or routine production and service workers.

Wage determinations are administrative instruments drawn up by
the former Wage Board in terms of the Wage Act of 1957. They provide for legislated
minimum wages in sectors and areas where employers and workers are not sufficiently
organised to regulate themselves in terms of bargaining council agreements.

Workers are employees i.e. those whose form of payment consists of a wage or
salary.



• Figure 1 compares the mean wages recorded by the OHS for all workers in the different industries
with theminimum wages for unskilled workers established by the wage regulating instruments. It
omits agriculture, domestic work, mining and services as there were no wage regulating
instruments for these industries. The lowest mean wages in the OHS were recorded in the
construction and trade industries (see below).

• Figure 1 shows significant differences in the legislated minimum hourly wages of unskilled or
elementary workers across industries.Atthe two extremes, theminimum for transportunderwage
determinations is R2,03 per hour while the minimum for finance is R3,81. Under bargaining
councils the minimum is R3,03 in trade and R5,86 per hour in manufacturing. Minimum wages
legislated through bargaining council agreements are in all cases higher than those set through
wage determinations.

• There are large differences between the wages reported in the OHS and the minimum wages
legislated through bargaining councils and wage determinations. The industry with the lowest
mean wage is construction, at R9,83. This figure is well above the highestminima under the wage
regulating instruments. This difference is expected as the OHS covers all workers – from the
lowest paidmenial worker to salaried workers.

• As noted above, agriculture was not covered by a wage regulating instrument in 1997.
Nevertheless, in 1997, the lowest legislated minimum wage – R2,03 per hour for unskilled
workers in transport – was lower than the mean hourly wage reported for agricultural workers
(R3,57).

Figure 1: Mean and minimum hourly wages by industry, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997; wage regulating documents
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• Figure 2 shows mean hourly wages by industry as recorded in the October household surveys of
1995 and 1997. The 1995 figures are adjusted for inflation by the consumer price index so as to be
comparable with the 1997 ones. Mining is omitted since hostels were not included in the 1995
survey frame .

• Figure 2 shows that mean hourly wages decreased between 1995 and 1997 for all sectors except
domestic work (where there was an increase) and agriculture (where the real value of the wage
was static). However, even in 1997, the mean hourly wage for domestic work was only R4,10
while that for agriculture was R3,57.

• The decrease was greatest in absolute terms in electricity and finance, where real wages fell by
over R2,50 per hour.

• In 1995,meanhourly wages were lowest in domestic work, at R3,40 per hour. In 1997, the lowest
wages were found in agriculture,withameanhourly wage of R3,57.

• For both years the highest wages were found in the financial sector – R20,92 per hour in 1995 and
R18,26 in 1997.Otherrelatively well paid sectors were services, electricity and transport.

Figure 2: Real mean hourly wages by industry, 1995 and 1997

Source: October household surveys 1995, 1997
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Figure 3: Minimum hourly wages of skilled workers by industry, 1997

Figure 4: Minimum hourly wages of unskilled workers by industry, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997; wage regulating documents
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• Figure 3 comparesmeanhourly wages of skilled workers in the different industries as recorded in
the OHS with theminima laid down in the wage-regulating instruments. Figure 4 shows the same
comparison for unskilled workers.

• Figures 3 and 4 show that, for both skilled and unskilled workers, themean wages recorded in the
OHS are higher than the legislatedminimum wages in all industries except for construction.

• In the construction industry, bargaining council minimum wages for skilled workers are higher
than the mean hourly wages for skilled workers reported in the OHS. This probably reflects the
relatively high hourly rates for skilled workers in the bargaining councils for the electrical and
electrical contracting industries which are included in construction. It could also reflect the
relatively high proportion of informal sector workers recorded in this industry although one
would not necessarily expect many skilled workers to be found working as workers in the
informal sector. In construction 24% of workers are recorded as working in the informal sector,
compared to between 2% and 11% for all other industries apart from agriculture and domestic
work.



Figure 5: Minimum hourly wages by skill in bargaining council agreements, 1997

Figure 6: Minimum hourly wages by skill in wage determinations, 1997
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• Figure 5 shows the minimum hourly wages for skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled workers laid
down in bargaining council agreements applicable in October 1997 for the different industries.
Figure 6 shows the same comparison for wage determinations.As noted earlier, skilled wages are
those applicable to artisans or similar workers, semi-skilled wages are those applicable to
operators and drivers, and unskilledwages are those applicable to labourers.

• The figures show that there are significant wage differentials between workers at different skill
levels in both bargaining council agreements and wage determinations. The differential is smaller
in wage determinations than in bargaining council agreements. On average, the bargaining
council minimum for unskilled work is 67% that of semi-skilled workers and 45% that of skilled
workers. The semi-skilledminimum is 68% that of skilled workers. The average unskilled rate for
wage determinations is 51% thatof skilled workers falling underwage determinations.

• Minimum wages for skilled workers in bargaining council agreements bear some resemblance to
the mean earnings in manufacture, construction and trade in the OHS. For the transport and
finance industries there are more significant differences – unfavourable for those covered by the
agreements–between mean andminimum wages.

• Minimum wages set for skilled workers in wage determinations are significantly lower than
actual earnings for elementary workers in the mining, manufacturing, electricity, transport,
finance and service industries.



• Figure 7 compares the skilled and unskilled mean hourly wages recorded in the OHS for each
industry.

• It shows that in the services and financial sectors, skilled workers (at R10,87 and R14,07
respectively) earn significantly more per hour than unskilled workers (at R7,81 and R9,08
respectively). If domestic workers were included in the services sector as is usually the case, the
difference would be even starker as the unskilled wage for domestic work is significantly lower
than the unskilled wage for other parts of the services sector.

• The skills-earning premium reflected in actual wages, is lowest in construction. It is, nevertheless,
still significant. The mean hourly wage for unskilled workers is approximately four-fifths (81%)
of the skilledwagein construction.

Figure 7: Mean hourly wages by industry and skill level, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 8 shows themeanhourly wages of workers in the different industries by education level. It
compares the wages of workers with less than matric to those of workers with a matric
qualification or higher.

• It shows that workers who have passed the matriculation examination earn consistently higher
wages than those below this educational level across all sectors. The education premium is
particularly high in finance and electricity. In the former, mean hourly wages of workers without
matric are only 44% those of their higher educated colleagues. In the latter, the percentage is 49%.

• Bargaining councils and wage determinations do not usually take account of education in
determining minimum wages, except to the extent that recognition of skill in particular
occupations and industriesmaybebasedonqualifications.

Figure 8: Mean hourly wages by industry and education, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 9 shows the mean hourly wages of women and men in the different industries in October
1997.

• Mean hourly wages were lower for women than men in all sectors except mining, construction
and transport. Women constitute a very small proportion of workers in each of these three sectors
– as low as 4% in mining and 6% in construction. The occupations of women in these sectors are
usually limited – such as nurses in mining and administrative workers in construction and
transport.

• The relative gender gap in hourly wages is greatest in the domestic work sector, where 87% of
workers are women. The mean hourly wage for women in domestic work is about three-fifths
(61%) that for men. The gender gap is also large in the manufacturing sector, where the mean
hourly wage for women is only justover two-thirds (68%) that formen.

• It is difficult to isolate a gender effect in the setting of minimum wages. However, it is noteworthy
thatminimum wages for semi-skilled and unskilled workers are lowest in the bargaining council
agreements for the trade and finance industries. These include agreements for the commercial,
restaurant and catering, contract cleaning, hairdressing and laundry trades, which employ
substantial numbers of women.

Figure 9: Mean hourly wages by industry and gender, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 10 compares the mean hourly wages ofAfrican, coloured and white workers as recorded in
the OHS of October 1997. (Indian workers are excluded from the analysis as the numbers in several
industries are too small to be reliable (i.e. under our 30 cut-off – see Technical notes (p. 23)).Where
the Indian sample is over 30, themeanwagesforIndian workers fall between those of coloured and
white workers. Nevertheless, at best, mean wages for Indian workers stand at less than three-
quarters (73%) of the value of mean hourly wages forwhite workers in any industry.

• Figure 10 shows thatmean hourly wages for white workers far outstrip those for workers of other
population groups across all sectors. The highest sectoral wage for white workers is R29,92 per
hour in themanufacturing sector.The lowest is R17,46 in agriculture.

• Mean hourly wages for African workers are lower than those for workers of other populations
groups in all sectors other than agriculture. In the latter, coloured workers, at R2,88 per hour, do
worse thanAfrican workers, at R3,20 per hour.

Figure 10: Mean hourly wages by industry and population group, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 11 compares the mean hourly earnings of workers aged 31 years or more and those under
31 years as recorded in the OHS of 1997. It shows that older workers earn higher wages than
younger workers across all sectors. The survey does not include information on years of working
experience, butwecanassumethattheearningsgaptosomeextentreflectsarecognition of length
of service and experience.

• The age premium is small in domestic work, where the mean hourly wage for younger workers is
R3,70 per hour, and thatfor older is R4,21–only 13% higher.

• In manufacturing and the financial sector, older workers earn between 37%-38% more than
youngerworkers.

• Age does not influence the determination of minimum wages in wage regulating measures,
although sometimes increased minima apply after the first 6 to 12 months of service. These
increases reflect a recognition of experience rather than acknowledgement of age.

Figure 11: Mean hourly wages by industry and age group, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 12 compares the mean hourly wages as recorded in the OHS of 1997 for workers who are
unionmembers and those whoare not.

• It shows that hourly wages of unionised workers are lower than those of non-unionised workers in
all sectors except agriculture, electricity and domestic work. In construction the gap is minimal.
This counter-intuitive pattern results from the fact that union membership in South Africa is
strongest among less skilled, and predominately black,workers.

• The two lowest-paying sectors – agriculture and domestic work – show the greatest relative
positive payback to union membership. These are sectors with very low levels of unionisation. In
agriculture, unionisedworkers earnmore than half asmuchasnon-unionisedworkers per hour.

• The largest negative paybacks to union membership are found in mining, finance and
manufacturing. Inminingthemean hourly wage for non-unionised workers ismore than one and a
half times as high as thatfor unionised workers.

Figure 12: Mean hourly wages by industry and union membership, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 13 compares the mean hourly wages of workers in the nine provinces of the country as at
October 1997. The figure illustrates the substantial differences across the provinces. The highest
mean wage (R15,84 in Gauteng) is almost twice as high as the lowestmean wage (R8,54 in North
West).

• Gauteng wages are significantly higher than those in all other eight provinces. Western Cape has
the second highestmeanwage,butatR12,29perhourthis is only 78% of that in Gauteng.

• Analysis of the 1995 income and expenditure survey, conducted by what was then the Central
Statistical Service, reveals that Eastern Cape and Northern Province have the highest poverty
rates of all the provinces (May, 1998: 28). The four provinces with the lowest mean wages
according toOHSdata – North West, Free State,Mpumalanga and Northern Cape–do not include
these two provinces. The anomaly is explained by the relative absence of wage-earning
opportunities in the poorest provinces outside of the public sector. In the provinces with low levels
ofmeanwages,jobsaremoreavailable,forexampleonfarms,butarelowpaid.

Figure 13: Mean hourly wages by province, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 14 shows mean hourly wages per province for manufacturing, trade and services. It
indicates that Gauteng’s wages for all three of the focus sectors are higher than those for all other
provinces.

• The same consistent pattern is absent in respect of the second-highest paying province across
industries. In the manufacturing sector, this involves Eastern Cape (R13,67), in the trade sector it
is Western Cape (R12,37) and in services it is Northern Cape (R18,67).

• At the low end, the pattern is also more varied. Free State has the lowest mean wage for trade
(R6,29 per hour), North West has the lowest for the manufacturing sector (R8,76 per hour) and
Mpumalanga has the lowestfor the services sector (R13,86 per hour).

• In all three sectors there is wide provincial variation. In manufacturing the range in the means is
R8,76 to R16,11; in trade the range is R6,29 toR13,64; and in services it is R13,86 toR21,26. The
relative gap between lowest and highest paying is thus smallest, relatively, in services. This is
probably a resultof the large number of state-paid teachers and nurses in this sector.

Figure 14: Mean hourly wages by province and industry, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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• Figure 15 focuses in on the clothing and knitting industry as a case study of geographical
differences in minimum wages laid down in the wage regulating instruments. The figure shows
thatbargaining council agreements andwage determinations also reflect significant differences in
minimum wages by area. Different minimum wages are set for different magisterial districts and
municipal areas.

• Figure 15 shows that there is significant provincial variation in minimum wages in the clothing
and knitting industry. This is particularly marked in the case of bargaining council agreements
where there ismorethanaR3differencebetweenthelowestminimum set for skilled workers (for
Free State and Northern Cape) and the highest minimum (in Western Cape). The differences are
lessmarked in the case of unskilledworkers.

• The bargaining council agreements and wage determination covering the Western Cape contain
the highest minimum wages. Those for Free State and the other provinces contain the lowest
minimum wages.

Figure 15: Clothing and knitting wages by province and skill level, 1997

Source: Bargaining council agreements and wage determinations
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• Figure 16 provides a further illustration of geographical differences in wages. It compares the
mean hourly wages of workers revealed in the OHS of October 1997 for urban and rural areas. The
figure shows a marked difference in hourly wage rates in urban and rural areas, with higher wages
in urban areas across all sectors.

• The relative gap between urban and rural wages is greatest in agriculture wheremeanhourly rural
wages are only just over a third (36%) of urban wages. In electricity, transport and finance rural
workers also receive less than half what their urban counterparts earn.

• The relative gap is smallest, but still significant, for rural and urban domestic workers.

Figure 16: Mean hourly wages by industry and location, 1997

Source: October household survey, 1997
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The data presented in this publication suggest four broad conclusions about SouthAfrica’s
wage structure in the latter partof the 1990s.

, wages continue to reflect inequalities amongst workers along a number of
dimensions.The inequalities that aremostobvious in the data are in relation to
• skill;
• gender;
• race and;
• spatial location, particularly between workers living in more urban and more rural

areas.

Wage inequalities are also particularly marked between agriculture and domestic work and
the other sectors of the economy.

, wages continue to reflect a positive return to education. If there is one clear
message from market forces with respect to wages, it is that education matters. This factor
also has a bearing on the wage differentials that exist between themore skilled workers and
those concentrated in elementary jobs. It should be remembered, however, that these wages
only benefit those who manage to find a job. The patterns of unemployment reveal that,
particularly among the younger age group, there are significant numbers of people who are
unemployed. Further, young people who have matriculated are less likely than those with
slightly less education tohave a job (Statistics SouthAfrica, 1998:27).

, the institutional influences on wage rates, as reflected in bargaining council
agreements, show some rough correspondence to actual earnings. This applies to most
sectors for which data is available, except for the finance sector. In the latter, the high
differential between mean wages and the (mean of) minimum wages arrived at through
institutional mechanisms, can be explained by the diversity of the finance sector and the
particular profile of workers who are likely to be most affected by wage regulating
mechanisms. In this sector, there are likely to be many workers earning relatively high
wages who would be captured by a household survey but who would fall outside the scope
of union influences on wages.

, the data presented would suggest that regulated minimum wages, particularly for
workers in less-skilled occupations, bear little discernible relationship to actual earnings.
To date, there are no regulated wage rates for the lowest-paying industries, and in the
industries where legislated minimum wages do exist, these are significantly lower than
mean reported earnings. The one exception is to be found in the construction industry
where, as noted above, the relatively high wage rates for certain trades (electrical and
electrical contracting) and the relatively large informal sector, skew the mean wage rates
upwards.

Firstly

Secondly

Thirdly

Finally



October household survey

Bargaining council agreements and wage determinations

The analysis of mean wages utilises data from the national October household survey
(OHS) conducted by Statistics SA. Most of the analysis utilises the 1997 OHS. Figure 2
compares the situation in 1997with that in 1995 and thus also utilises the OHS of that year.

The 1997 data was weighted according to the 1996 census (by province, population group,
gender and age group). The 1995 data was weighted according to the post-enumeration
survey for the 1996 census and is thus not completely comparable. But its indication of
trends is likely to be correct. The 1995 data excludes the mining sector. As most of the
analysis is sectorally based, this should notaffect the patterns for other sectors.

The analysis is restricted to the over 23 000 workers aged 15 years and older for whom the
dataset contains either a valid absolute wage figure or a range as well as a valid figure for
hours usually worked per week. About 70% of workers included in the analysis indicated
an absolute figure. For the remainder, the logarithmic mean of the two end-points of the
indicated range was taken as the estimated wage in calculating group means. The analysis
is based on gross wages as the question asked for the worker's total salary or pay, including
overtime and bonus, at themainjobbeforededuction.

In each analysis any sub-category containing fewer than 30 observations was excluded.
This explains, for example, themissing data for some of the Indian groupings.

For the comparisons of wages in Figure 2, the 1995 wages were adjusted to1997 real values
on the basis of the relevant consumer price indices for October 1995 and October 1997
(101,2 and 118,7 respectively).

Bargaining council agreements and wage determinations in effect in October 1997 were
used as a basis for the wage data. Full lists of these wage regulating mechanisms are
provided inAppendix 1(p. 25) and 2 (p. 28).

Both bargaining council agreements and wage determinations set minimum wages for a
large number of jobs and occupations. To extract wage data by skill level, wage rates were
selected for certain categories of worker, most commonly; artisans (skilled), operators or
drivers (semi-skilled) and general workers (unskilled). Where selection was complicated
by more than one job title at a similar level of skill (for example, a ‘messenger’and a
‘general worker’), the lowest specified wage was selected. Similarly, for skilled jobs, the
highest wage was selected and for semi-skilled workers the approximate mid-point in the
wage spectrum was selected.

Most bargaining council agreements and wage determinations specify minimum monthly
wages and some prescribe minimum weekly wages. All bargaining council agreements
specify average maximum weekly working hours, although sometimes these differ by job
or occupation. To convert the wage minima to hourly wage rates, two approaches were



used. In the case of bargaining council agreements, working hours were taken from the
agreements themselves. The average maximum weekly working hours for all the
bargaining council agreements used was 43,7 hours. In the case of wage determinations, a
working week of 45 hours was used to convert to hourly rates.Where minimum wages in
wage determinations are prescribed on a monthly basis, a denominator of 4,3 was used to
convert toweekly wages and this was divided by 45 to arrive at an hourly rate.

Both the bargaining council agreements and the wage determinations set minimum wages
for different areas (usually municipal areas or magisterial districts). There is variation in
the minimum wages set by area and, particularly in the case of wage determinations, the
variation may be substantial. The minimum wage data presented reflects an average
minimum wage according toskill level across all areas.

Finally, the wage determinations typically specify minimum wages for an initial period of
employment (usually for the first 6 to 12 months) and a higher minimum wage for the
period thereafter. In all cases, the highestwage i.e. the ‘qualified’wage,wasselected.



The following agreements were used as a source of wage data. The agreements have been
clustered according to the SIC used in the publication. Previous provincial names which
appear in the agreements have been retained.

Manufacture
Agreement Date of publication
Bargaining council for the Canvas and ropeworking industry, Cape 11 April 1997
Bargaining council for the Clothing industry, Cape 14 February 1997
Bargaining council for the Clothing industry, Cape: Knitting division 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Clothing industry, Eastern Province 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Clothing industry, Natal 7 February 1997
Bargaining council for the Clothing industry, Orange Free State and
Northern Cape 3 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Clothing industry, Transvaal 27 December 1996
Bargaining council for the Explosives industry, SA 17 November 1995
Bargaining council for the Furniture manufacturing industry, Border 12 September 1997
Bargaining council for the Furniture manufacturing industry, Eastern Cape:
Area A 28 February 1997
Bargaining council for the Furniture manufacturing industry, Eastern Cape:
Area B 28 February 1997
Bargaining council for the Furniture manufacturing industry,
KwaZulu/Natal 6 December 1996
Bargaining council for the Furniture manufacturing industry, South
Western Districts 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Furniture and bedding manufacturing industry,
Transvaal 15 August 1997
Bargaining council for the Furniture manufacturing industry, Western Cape 25 November 1994
Bargaining council for the Jewellery and precious metal industry, Cape 19 September 1997
Bargaining council for the Knitting industry, Transvaal 13 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Leather industry: Tanning; footwear; general
goods and handbag sections 8 November 1996
Bargaining council for the Millinery industry, Transvaal 7 February 1997
Bargaining council for the Motor industry 8 August 1996
Bargaining council for the Tyre manufacturing industry 21 May 1993



Construction

Trade

Transport

Agreement Date of publication
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Bloemfontein 9 May 1997
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Cape of Good Hope, Boland:
Area A 1 November 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Cape of Good Hope, Boland:
Area B 1 December 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Cape of Good Hope, Cape
Peninsula 1 September 1997
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Southern & Eastern Cape:
Area A 13 December 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Southern & Eastern Cape:
Area D 13 December 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, East London 1 November 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Gauteng 27 December 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Kimberley 26 July 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Kimberley: Installation
Section 26 July 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, Kroonstad 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Building industry, North & West Boland: Areas
A,B,C & D 1 November 1996
Bargaining council for the Building industry, North West 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Electrical industry, East London 28 July 1995
Bargaining council for the Electrical industry, KwaZulu/Natal: Area A 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Electrical industry, KwaZulu/Natal: Area B 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Electrical contracting industry, Transvaal: Area A 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Electrical contracting industry, Transvaal: Area B 31 January 1997
Bargaining council for the Electrical contracting industry, Transvaal: Area C 31 January 1997

Agreement Date of publication
Bargaining council for the Commercial distributive trade, Kimberley 2 December 1994
Bargaining council for the Liquor, catering and accommodation trades,
South Coast, Natal 20 October 1995
Bargaining council for the Restaurant, catering and allied trades 3 November 1995
Bargaining council for the Retail meat trade, Witwatersrand 17 May 1996
Bargaining council for the Tearoom, restaurant and catering trade, Pretoria 8 November 1996

Agreement Date of publication
National bargaining council for the Road freight industry, Goods A 27 December 1996
National bargaining council for the Road freight industry, Goods B: Area A 27 December 1994
National bargaining council for the Road transport industry, Goods B:
Area B 27 December 1995
National bargaining council for the Road transport industry, Goods B:
Area C 27 December 1996



Finance
Agreement Date of publication
Bargaining council for the Entertainment industry of South Africa, Chapter 2 25 February 1994
Bargaining council for the Entertainment industry of South Africa, Chapter 4 25 February 1995
Bargaining council for the Contract cleaning industry, Natal: Area A 21 February 1997
Bargaining council for the Contract cleaning industry, Natal: Area B 21 February 1997
Bargaining council for the Hairdressing trade, Border 20 October 1995
Bargaining council for the Hairdressing trade, Cape Peninsula 20 December 1996
Bargaining council for the Hairdressing trade, KwaZulu/Natal 4 April 1997
Bargaining council for the Hairdressing trade, Port Elizabeth & Uitenhage 22 July 1995
Bargaining council for the Hairdressing and cosmetology trade, Pretoria 25 April 1997
Bargaining council for the Hairdressing trade, Southern & Western Districts 1 July 1994
Bargaining council for the Laundry, cleaning and dyeing industry, Cape 26 July 1996
Bargaining council for the Laundry, cleaning and dyeing industry, Natal 8 March 1996
Bargaining council for the Laundry, cleaning and dyeing industry,
Transvaal 31 December 1997



The following determinations were used. The determinations have also been clustered
according to the SIC used in the publication. WD 463 appears under Manufacture and
Trade as this determination sets minimum wages applicable to activities in both industries.
Wage determinations that have been excluded are: WD 408: Metal containers and allied
products industry, and;WD467:Unskilledlabour.

Manufacture

Construction

Trade

Transport

Finance

Determination Date of publication
WD 463: Meat, cold storage, bacon curing and small goods industry,

Certain Areas 23 October 1992
WD 468: Sweets industry, Certain Areas 29 October 1993
WD 471: Clothing and knitting industry 3 May 1991
WD 451: Glass and glassware industry 27 November 1987

Determination Date of publication
WD 448: Cement products industry, Certain Areas 31 July 1987
WD 475: Stonecrushing industry 27 August 1993
WD 480: Civil engineering industry 13 March 1998

Determination Date of publication
WD 457: Hotel trade, Certain Areas 26 July 1991
WD 461: Catering trade, Certain Areas 29 January 1993
WD 463: Cold storage, bacon curing and small goods, Certain Areas 23 October 1992
WD 478: Commercial distributive trade, Certain Areas 25 August 1995
WD 479: Accommodation establishment trade, Certain Areas 29 December 1995

Determination Date of publication
WD 472: Goods transportation and storage trade, Certain Areas 2 August 1991
WD 452: Road passenger transportation trade, Certain Areas 15 July 1988

Determination Date of publication
WD 474: Laundry, dry cleaning and dyeing Trade, Certain Areas 21 May 1993
WD 470: Funeral undertaking, Certain Areas 3 March 1995
WD 476: Business equipment industry, Certain Areas 9 September 1994
WD 477: The Trade of letting flats or rooms, Certain Areas 2 June 1995
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